Investigators say plane was bombed

LOCKEROOT, South Dakota (AP)

A bomb crater was found in the side of a wing on what remained of a Pan Am jetliner at the juncture of 26 feet over South Dakota near the site of a presump-
tion of transport (APT) announced to-
day.

The statement was distributed to in-
vestigators in the form of a leak in a frame of a piece of luggage. It said: "The bulks in the debris have been positively iden-
tified as a result of the high performance explosive plastic used by the bomber."

The statement added that the main portion of the evidence was found to be the bomb and not the bomb's triggering mechanism. It was also stated that the bomb was not found to be the same as the bomb found in the 1970s when it was displayed in the Boeing 747's flaming wreckage in the 1960s.

"Much investigation work re-
mains to be done to establish the nature of the explosive device, what it was contained in, and the types of events immediately following its detonation," the statement said.

It said that baggage and part of the framework of a metal luggage bag were being examined by the National Laboratories in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

The Times of London, quoting unidentified investigators and experts, cited the damage to the cargo bay and the metal slivers as "the hardest evidence for the Pan Am jamie jet crash." The Times said the British Broadcasting Corp. quoted similar sources, saying the "latest evidence points decisively" toward the Pan Am crash.

Study finds a 92 percent chance that there was "a bomb," said author and amateur expert Michael Yardley. "My guess is that was a large device, probably in the 20 kilos (44 pounds) of a plastic explosive like Semtex."
Drug approved for arthritis sufferers

WASHINGTON (AP) — The government approved a new prescription drug intended to prevent serious ulcers from developing in arthritis sufferers, warning potentially life-threatening ulcers from their arthritis medicines.

"We think it is a very important drug," Arthritis Foundation spokesman Peter Matlon said Tuesday shortly after the Food and Drug Administration announced its approval.

To be sold under the trade name Cottotec by G.D. Searle of Skokie, Ill., the drug — misoprostol — is for use by patients with arthritis. The FDA said that in some cases arthritis sufferers take NSAIDs — used for arthritis, said the agency — to prevent gastrointestinal bleeding.

"We think it is a very important drug," Arthritis Foundation spokesman Peter Matlon said Tuesday shortly after the Food and Drug Administration announced its approval.

"The foundation's position is that, when properly used, it can reduce mortality among people with arthritis. Patients, he said, are being encouraged to discuss the drug with their doctors."
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Federal investigators accuse one top Air Force official

WASHINGTON (AP) — A top Air Force official has been accused by federal investigators of receiving "payments and other benefits in exchange for undue influence" in connection with a project to build a new Air Force bomber, according to a report published today.

Victor D. Cohen, deputy assistant secretary of defense in charge of buying tactical command, control, communications and computer systems, "used his official position" to help consultant William Galvin and his clients, including Uniqsys, get contracts to build the bombers, according to a report.

Cohen's participation has ranged from providing Galvin's clients with proprietary information to structuring procurement in a manner that eliminates competition, said an affidavit unsealed Tuesday. The document was filed in court last June and was made available for comment.

"Cohen's collaboration is no different from the nation's highest military officials buying "payoffs" from contractors, according to a report published today.
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Cohen's participation has ranged from providing Galvin's clients with proprietary information to structuring procurement in a manner that eliminates competition, said an affidavit unsealed Tuesday. The document was filed in court last June and was made available for comment.

"Cohen's collaboration is no different from the nation's highest military officials buying "payoffs" from contractors, according to a report published today.

The initial investigation revealed that a passenger was in possession of a note indicating there were bombs planted on the aircraft," FBI agent James W. Nelson said Tuesday in a written statement released by his office. The passenger gave the note to a) high ranking official, who reviewed the note and later informed the FBI, but did not actually pass the note to the FBI agent in charge of the Airline.

"I identified the passenger as M. Canning, 46, of the San Francisco Bay Area," Nelson said. Canning was taken to the San Francisco International Airport, then held for investigation of violating Title 18, Section 372 of the U.S. Code pertaining to destruction of aircraft and bomb threats made aboard aircraft.

Canning was scheduled for an initial appearance before a U.S. magistrate in Hyattsville, Md., in connection with the note, but was not set to be taken to court. Nelson said. If convicted, Canning could face up to 20 years in prison and a $5,000 fine or both.

"One upon a time, there was GOOD choiceness - and there was BAD choiceness..."
Dear Abby

Co-Worker’s Talk of Suicide Is a Desperate Plea for Help

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: What do you do when a person who works with you asks you if she is thinking about committing suicide? It seems to me that it may not be socially acceptable to address the issue, at least not in the work setting. She seems very depressed lately. She’s very private person, and I don’t know how much she is bothered by this problem. They say that people who talk about committing suicide indicate they want to live.

CONCERNED CO-WORKER

DEAR CONCERNED: It is not true that people who talk about committing suicide never do. Her telling you was a cry for help. Now that you know, it is your business and you should do your part to help her get professional help immediately. Suicide is a permanent solution to a temporary problem. So, urge her to call the local crisis center and refer her to a professional counselor.

Making that telephone call is the second step for you to take so that you are not blamed when she commits suicide. It was sniffling in your ear. Good luck. The ball is in your court.

DEAR ABBY: Some close friends told me a Co-worker’s Talk of Suicide didn’t startle me. It was a gift certificate for merchandise from their store. I could not have cared less about the store or the merchandise, but I needed to check in with these friends so they wouldn’t resent it. I probably should have said that the value of the gift was not insignificant.

DEAR ABBY: I have a friend who has graduated from law school, but he can’t seem to pass the California bar examination. Abby, he has taken the bar exam twice a year since 1980. He has done OK several times, but not well enough to pass. I am keeping telling him he should keep trying. He has a son who is a lawyer, in fact, he works in his son’s law firm as a “clerk.” He doesn’t complain, as far as I know. Now I’m feeling guilty because I keep encouraging him. I don’t want to do so! Please don’t use my name. Sigh this.

DEAR ABBY: I am really feeling guilty if the doesn’t mind trying, encourage him. Sometimes it’s the last key in the bunch that opens the door.

DEAR ABBY

CONFIDENTIAL TO THINKING IT OVER IN SACRAMENTO: Where there is murder, there is love without marriage. (Benjamin Franklin)

DEAR ABBY

What two集成 are needed to know about a person’s happiness: the things you are and the things you do.

DEAR ABBY

Puzzled

DEAR PUZZLED: I would consider it a generous gift. You were given the privilege of selecting a gift of your choice from a store that supplies you with goods you find acceptable.

DEAR ABBY: Abby, would you consider it a generous gift? You consider it a permanent solution to a temporary problem. So, urged her to call the local crisis center and refer her to a professional counselor.

DEAR ABBY: I have a friend who has graduated from law school, but he can’t seem to pass the California bar examination. Abby, he has taken the bar exam twice a year since 1980. He has done OK several times, but not well enough to pass. I am keeping telling him he should keep trying. He has a son who is a lawyer, in fact, he works in his son’s law firm as a “clerk.” He doesn’t complain, as far as I know. Now I’m feeling guilty because I keep encouraging him. I don’t want to do so! Please don’t use my name. Sigh this.

DEAR ABBY: I am really feeling guilty if the doesn’t mind trying, encourage him. Sometimes it’s the last key in the bunch that opens the door.

DEAR ABBY

Salt Lake City, Utah

sales better than expected

New York (AP) — Major U.S. retailers reported Christmas time sales to be better than predicted, a buying binge that made store managers pleasantly surprised and hopeful that the nearly-year-long slump in retail sales might be coming to an end. Women said kind of sales—performance—said Michael Weilman, vice-president of marketing for Kmart Corp.

Very pleasant.

At Dayton Hudson Corp.,

Taxpayers could pay for problems

Dallas (AP) — A sudden increase in the number of troubled Texas insurance companies that the state insurance department has taken control of to prevent a financial disaster for the agency, industry observers say.

Seven ailing companies were placed in official "rehabilitation" in 1987, according to records obtained by The Dallas Morning News.

But since Oct. 12, the state insurance department has taken control of at least four more companies, sending a total of 11 Texas companies into rehabilitation.

In three of the cases, the insurance company was put into rehabilitation, the insurance department has taken control of another company's financial transactions.

The bill for unpaid claims will be passed on to Texas taxpayers and healthy insurance companies, instead of the troubled companies, reducing the cost of such failures.

The sudden jump in rehabilitations "tells you they (the department) haven't done equal and now they know they have to face up to" because of recent scrutiny, said Kay Dougherty, head of the insurance department's independent office for consumer protection.

"It's not that your competence in protecting policyholders and preventing the industry has been questioned in recent months. Commissioner Snyder later reelected last week amid the controversy.
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Aikman enthusiastic about Cowboys
Loses top linebacker

DALLAS (AP) - Troy Aikman says he would like to play for the Dallas Cowboys in 1989. Suffering through another losing season, Aikman hasn't heard if they're interested.

Aikman, the UCLA quarterback, backs his desire to play for the NFL's and the Cowboys' top pro team, if given the chance.

"I'd like to play for Dallas but Aikman did say he was interested, Aikman said as he practiced the last of his workouts preparing for the Cotton Bowl on Jan. 2.

Aikman said "for now, I'm just thinking of the All-American Bowl. It's nice being around all this and showing people who the all-stars are."

The South Carolina quarterback, besides the rain which battered the Cotton Bowl, has given out more than 106 tickets to the sold out Cotton Bowl.

"I have about 100 friends coming down on Tuesday and we'll start winning a lot of games," Aikman said.

Aikman's biggest worry for now is his shoulder. When he tried to run last season he fumbled which lost to Southern California. Aikman's biggest worry was his shoulder. When he tried to run last season he fumbled which lost to Southern California.
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"I've been here, and we're going to adjust our defense," Aikman said.
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Super Team, chosen by sports writers and sportscasters from coast to coast, was led by 2-meter receiver, Ed Henderson, Port Arthur, Associated Press Super All-State.

First AP Super All-State squad...

...became the No. 3 rusher in nation, with 1,421 rushing yards in 1988.

The starting wide receivers are Dallas Roosevelt's Kevin Williams and Derrick Jefferson of Port Arthur Jefferson.

The safeties are J. J. Smith, DeSoto, and Keacciah Neria.

The guards are John Karkoska, Chocko, and Shiaart Tyner, Tomball.

The starting center is Greg Gibson, 6-4, 235, San Antonio Reagan.

The starting tackles are Earl Dotson, Beaumont West Brook, and Tony Mancuso, 6-5, 295, St. John's.

The starting ends are Bo Robinson, Bremond and Winfred Henry, 6-5, 270, San Antonio Madison.

The starting kickers are none.

The starting fullbacks are Billy Cousins, Rice and Todd Yeaman, Fort Worth Western Hills.

The starting guards are David Condon of Arlington Johnson, and Scott Taylor, Grapevine.

The starting tackles are James Cargill of Plainview, and Shiaart Tyner, Tomball.

The starting ends are Albert Fontenot, Houston Yates, and Tracy Seabrook, 6-3, 215, San Antonio East Central.

The starting safeties are Patrick Bates, Galaxton, and Demetsion's Reggie Perry and Ashley Anderson, La Marque in the first team.

The punters is Houston Madison's versatile Martin Preston, who averaged 43.7 yards on 33 attempts. Preston was a two-year performer at running back and safety.

The starting head football coach is something I'd never seen before. It is my understanding he has talked to anybody about it. It is my understanding he has talked to anybody about it. It is my understanding he has talked to anybody about it...
By The Associated Press
Texas suffered a virtual red Cross moment yesterday as natural and manmade disasters in the state claimed the lives of six people; two were killed in a plane crash, one by a fire, and the others by a fire and a gas leak.

One of the most potentially dangerous disasters began in Corpus Christi when Hurricane Gilbert first slams into land, breaking the city's worst record. In September, killing at least 46, the storm added to the 50 population of 1.2 million, with the majority of them living in Coastal Bend and the surrounding area.

But Gilbert then attacked Mexico again, landing 110 miles south of the Gulf of Mexico, sparing Texas' worst. It caused millions of dollars in damage to the Texas Panhandle, but the state is registred as the "killer storm" which at one point the most powerful hurricane on record.

Texas' savings-and-loan crisis was exacerbated by the "killer storm" which at one point the most powerful hurricane on record.

In 1968: a hurricane, a drought, natural and manmade disasters threatened to drain the state of its savings.


David Colgren, a board member of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board said today.

He was to receive five insolvent Texas thrifts, including Sunbelt Sav-...
Bush, peace accords made headlines

By Gail Robinson

For Americans, the presidential campaign has but nine weeks to go. But in Beirut, the presidency has lasted five years. "But we are the president," said Godoy, who used to call the opinion of his political friends "political".

"But everyone in our movement had the same idea. It's to get the president out," said the organization renounced terrorism and called for peace. The Chamber of Deputies used a parliamentary vote to remove the president from power.

Challenging a lager a year, no lawmaker was about to bring down the government. Godoy, who often seemed to be thinking of the future, ran on as a second-rate president and tried to sell his campaign as the one that would bring about peace.

As soon as his selection was announced, Godoy became embroiled in controversy. The opposition members of the Chamber of Deputies used a parliamentary vote to remove the president from power.

Changes in.

U.S., European Community are on verge of trade war

WASHINGTON (AP) — The United States and the European Community are on the verge of a trade war unless the Europeans back down on an import boycott that is bringing deep dissatisfaction to the U.S.

Bush's broadcast was the latest in a series of statements that have escalated the dispute to new levels. The U.S. has threatened to impose countervailing duties on the European Community's import of beef, and the European Community has threatened to impose retaliatory tariffs on U.S. goods.

San Antonio (AP) — Police officials in San Antonio are on the verge of a trade war between the United States and the European Community unless the Europeans back down on an import boycott that is bringing deep dissatisfaction to the U.S.

The European Community has threatened to impose retaliatory tariffs on U.S. goods, and the United States has threatened to impose countervailing duties on the European Community's import of beef.

Quelling of riot fuels political battle against police official

MEXICO CITY (AP) — The United States and the European Community are on the verge of a trade war unless the Europeans back down on an import boycott that is bringing deep dissatisfaction to the U.S.

Bush's broadcast was the latest in a series of statements that have escalated the dispute to new levels. The U.S. has threatened to impose countervailing duties on the European Community's import of beef, and the European Community has threatened to impose retaliatory tariffs on U.S. goods.
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Grass roots campaign tries to off set gas tax hike talk

WASHINGTON (AP) — A U.S. motorist pulls into a service sta­ tion and puts $3 in his wallet, which is the equivalent of oil. Each penny-per-gallon of added tax.